Performance
- Wave-Action™ system continually forces mixture down into the blades
- Blends a 16 oz. daiquiri in just 20 seconds

Durability
- 1/2 Hp motor provides ample power and torque

Ease of Use
- High/low and on/off/pulse toggle switches are easy to reach and control
- Stackable polycarbonate container takes up less storage space
RIO™
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Thanks to the Wave~Action™ System, icy drinks come out perfectly smooth every time.

**Wave~Action™ System** - Ordinary blenders spin contents around the walls of the jar, which can leave whole chunks untouched by the blades. The Wave~Action™ System has a unique container and blade design for smooth results every time.

**20 Second Daiquiri** - When thirsty customers are waiting, you can blend 16 oz. drinks in 20 seconds flat.

**Two Speeds with Pulse Option** - Offers versatility and precision blending for a wide variety of food and drink mixtures.

**Durable Stainless Steel Blades** - Four stainless steel blades are made to last and get the job done fast.

**44 oz. Stackable Container** - Break-resistant polycarbonate container with easy-to-read measurement marks stacks up for storage.

**Specifications**:
- Standard: Unit comes with base, 44 oz. polycarbonate container, Sure Grip™ feet, and blade assembly unit
- Controls: High/low with pulse option
- Motor: 1/2 Hp
- Electrical: 120 V, 60 Hz
- Weight: 8.5 lbs / 4.25 kg (shipping)
- Warranty: 1 year parts & labor
- UPC: 040094909216
- I 2 of 5: 000040094909216
- Case Pack Qty: 1

**Performance** - Take an order for a daiquiri, margarita, or any popular 16 oz. icy drink and serve it up – perfectly smooth and with no ice chunks – in just 20 seconds.

**Features**:
- Four stainless steel cutting and mixing blades quickly cut through ice and other ingredients
- Wave~Action™ system continually forces mixture down into the blades for smooth results
- Stackable polycarbonate jar stores in less space
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Wave~Action™ System continually forces mixture down into the blades for smooth results

Durable Stainless Steel Blades

Four stainless steel cutting and mixing blades quickly cut through ice and other ingredients

Performance -
Take an order for a daiquiri, margarita, or any popular 16 oz. icy drink and serve it up – perfectly smooth and with no ice chunks – in just 20 seconds.

Stackable polycarbonate jar stores in less space
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